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Abstract. Disassembly sequence planning is one of the most important works in Product repair. It is 
very easily cause combinatorial explosion when we disassemble complex machinery product. In 
order to solve this problem, we put forward modularization disassembly. We construct a 
modularization disassembly model where the Hierarchy Structure Graph of product is created. Then, 
we establish an interference matrix on every gradation to record the relationship in product part, and 
we can get disassembly sequence on every gradation by simplifying the interference matrix. At last, 
we get whole disassembly sequence by lining up the disassembly sequence on every gradation. 
Finally, a case study is also given to show that the method is feasible and effective. 

Introduction 

Products often have to carry out some maintenance operations, and disassembly has a large 
proportion of product repair, so the research on disassembly sequence planning is very important. 
From now on, the research on disassembly sequence planning at home and abroad is mainly based on 
AND/OR Graph[1,2], Directed Graph[3], Undirected Graph[4], Petri Net[5] and Hybrid Graph[6]. 
These methods can generate disassembly sequence to some extent, but with the increase of parts, the 
relationship of parts is more and more complex ,and it is very easily cause combinatorial explosion. 

To solve this problem, an approach based on the modularization is proposed in the paper to 
generate the disassembly sequence. This approach gets rid of some parts that don’t need to analyze, 
which decreases the dimension of interference matrix, and avoids combination explosion. 

Hierarchy Structure Graph 
In order to avoid combination explosion, we decompose the product to many modules, and then get 
disassembly sequence by planning modules and parts.  

One of the biggest differences between modernization disassembly and general disassembly is that 
the sequence of modernization disassembly not only contains modules but also part, however, general 
disassembly only contains parts. The greatest advantage of modernization disassembly is that the 
parts we need to analyze are decreased. After we choose aim part, we only analyze the parts which 
have some relationship with aim part. The more parts product has, the better result we can get. 

The product is divided to many modules, and some big modules can also be divided to some small 
models. With the module division on every gradation, we can establish Hierarchy Structure Graph. 

Fig.1 is a Hierarchy Structure Graph. In the Hierarchy Structure Graph, we can find every part in 
the product. When we choose a part as aim part, we can find the parts and modules which need to 
analyze from bottom to top. Then, we establish an interference matrix on every floor to get 
disassembly sequence. At last, we get whole disassembly sequence by lining up the disassembly 
sequence on every floor from top to bottom. 
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Fig.1 hierarchy structure graph 

Disassembly Sequence Planning Based on Interference Matrix 

The definition of part interference : If part i superposes with the fixed part j when it moves in the 
direction F(F∈{+X,-X,+Y,-Y,+Z,-Z}), we define that part i interfere with part j in the direction F, and 
mark =1; If part i doesn’t superpose with the fixed part j, we define that part i doesn’t interfere 
with part j in the direction F, and mark =0; Part doesn’t interfere with itself, so =0; 
where, i, j are parts’ id.  

A product consist of n parts and there are six disassembly directions F (F∈ {+X,-X, +Y,-Y，
+Z,-Z}), so we can get six n*n matrices, which are called interference matrix. Its expression as below: 

M (F) = =  

Where, F∈{+X,-X,+Y,-Y,+Z,-Z} 
I, j=1, 2, 3···n 
From the above information, character of interference matrix as follow: 
Firstly, when interference matrix has a row whose elements are all 0, it shows that this row part can 

be disassembled in this direction. 
Secondly, when interference matrix doesn’t have a row whose elements are all 0, it shows that no 

part can be disassembled in this direction, so we should choose another interference matrix. 
Thirdly, there is an interference matrix which has a row whose elements are all 0 at least. 
According to the character of interference matrix, we can get disassembly sequence by the 

algorithm as follow: 
Step 1, choose an aim part.  
Step 2, choose an interference matrix. 
Step 3, check whether interference matrix has a row whose elements are all 0 or not, return to step 

2 if NO, or add all 0 row part to disassembly sequence and simplify interference matrix(delete all 0 
part’s row and column) if YES. 

Step 4, repeat step 2 and step 3 till get aim part. 
Flowchart is shown in the Fig.2.  
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Fig.2 flowchart of algorithm                                        Fig.3 explosive of ram pump 

Case Study 

In the Fig.3, it is a ram pump, and we will do modularization disassembly sequence planning research 
on it. 

As shown in the Fig.3, it is an explosive view of ram pump. Product can be divided to two modules 
on its disassembly direction. Module  contains part 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and module  contains part 7, 8, 9, 
10, 11, 12, 13. The advantage of the module division is that parts’ disassembly directions in Module 

 are all in “Y” and that in Module  are all in “X”. So we can only establish M (+Y), M (-Y), M 
(+X), M (-X) to get disassembly sequence. Its Hierarchy Structure Graph is established as follow. 

 
Fig.4 hierarchy structure graph of ram pump 

We choose part 4 as aim part and plan its disassembly sequence. In Fig.4, we can find from bottom 
to top that module  and part 4 need to be analyzed. Firstly, we establish interference matrix (+X) 
and (-X) on 1st floor, then we can get disassembly sequence of module  by algorithm. There are 
two sequences:  and , 6,  ; Secondly, we establish interference matrix (+Y) and (-Y) on 
2nd floor, then we can get disassembly sequence of part 4 by algorithm. There are two sequences: 1, 
2, 3, 4 and 1, 5, 4; At last, we line up the disassembly sequence from top to bottom and we can get four 
sequences. , 1, 2, 3, 4; ,1, 5, 4; , 6, , 1, 2, 3, 4; , 6, , 1, 5, 4. The number of at least is the 
best, so the best sequence is: ,1, 5, 4. Interference matrix are as follow:  

=              =  
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Conclusion 
In this paper, we establish interference matrix to record the relationship between each part and model, 
and we can get disassembly sequence by simplifying the interference matrix. In order to solve 
combination explosion problem in complex product, we put forward modularization disassembly. A 
modularization disassembly model is built with Hierarchy Structure Graph, then, we can get 
disassembly sequence on every gradation by establishing and simplifying the interference matrix. At 
last, we get whole disassembly sequence by lining up the disassembly sequence on every gradation. A 
case study has been proved that this method is feasible and effective. 
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